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IP3: Peer Review 3 Feedback

Homatash, Hamid <Hamid.Homatash@gcu.ac.uk>
Wed 05/06/2019 13:31
To:  Davies, Jack Benjamin <JDAVIE203@caledonian.ac.uk>

Hi jack Davies this is your feedback for Peer Review 3 from your teammates.

Forms submitted: 12 / 13
Therefore grade for submitting forms is: 2.77% (out of a total of 3%)

Attendance and Punctuality: 4.92 / 5
Team Communication: 4.92 / 5
Quality of Work: 4.92 / 5
Quantity of Workload: 5 / 5
Total: 19.76 / 20 (Team Average: 17 / 20)

Name and describe any improvements this team mate could make:
>n/a
>None!
>na
>NA
>N/A
>na
>NA
>N/A
>NA
>An amazing addition to our team and a lovely team member. You have always shown interest in
making the game look amazing and always went an extra mile to do things even better, and thats
why there is absolutely nothing to improve.
>N/A
>No improvements needed. Valued team member.

Name and describe anything this team mate does well:
>Did really great work on the orb and bi-frost scene
>went above and beyond in the final 2 weeks. great asset to the team.
>Great addition to the team, quality work on the orb, the artifacts and the scenes
>Really made an effort as the project was drawing to a close, even picking up responsibilities from
other team members and experimenting with script writing. Welcome addition to the team
>Great person to work with, always willing to help, I learnt a lot from you, so thank you for being an
active member of the team. Is there especially when things get tough.
>Did amazing work on the game, was a great asset to the team throughout the whole process
>Amazing- took on so many roles and went out of your way to do whatever it took to make the
game look good
>N/A
>Works to a high standard and is willing to take on any tasks even when it may not be his discipline.
>Everything. 100 %.
>textures and assets you made look great. Keep it up :)
>Shown dedication and passion to the project that is greatly appreciated. Jumped into level design
and even dabbled in programming to help. Amazing work. Thank you.

If you have spotted any errors or think something is incorrect then please come to see me,
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